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Functionally practical

Adaptive system
With its reduced dimensions, AMBIA-LINE is
especially suited for LEGRABOX, the elegant
box system with straight and narrow side
panels.

Perfect order - in any living area
Create perfect order in LEGRABOX pull-out systems with AMBIA-LINE. The inner

dividing system, with its narrow frame design, offers various options for organising
the interior of your furniture.

Individual adjustment
The flexible cross dividers can be easily adjusted
to fit the size of stored goods.

AMBIA-LINE dividers

AMBIA-LINE allows you free rein when
dividing your drawers, regardless of

the items you wish to store. The frames
are ready to be used immediately and
can be fitted in any living area.

AMBIA-LINE kitchen accessories

The attractive AMBIA-LINE kitchen
accessories combine high-quality

design with well-conceived functionality.

Holders for knives, plates, spices and film

dispensers for plastic film or foil help keep

Easily fitted
The frames can be positioned anywhere in the
drawer. A magnetic fixing and anti-slip base
provides a secure hold.

the kitchen tidy.
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AMBIA-LINE

Various applications

AMBIA-LINE is a simple way of creating order, enabling easy work processes. If wooden spoons, ingredients and spices are within easy reach, everything runs like
clockwork.

Up to 12 plates can be stacked securely in the pull-out or moved around

With Softtouch coating, AMBIA-LINE for cutleries does not produce a resounding

Cooking items are stored practically in the pull-out under the hob.

Bottles are stored securely and are within easy reach.

comfortably, anyway you would like to position it.

ring once you insert your cutlery into the divider.

